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ABSTRACT Within VERBMOBIL a large project on spoken language
research in Germany two modules for detecting and recognizing prosodic
events have been developed One module operates on speech signal param
eters and the word hypothesis graph whereas the other module designed
for a novel highly interactive architecture only uses speech signal param
eters as its input Phrase boundaries sentence modality and accents are
detected The recognition rates in spontaneous dialogs are for accents up
to  for phrase boundaries up to 	

In this paper we present an overview about ongoing research on prosody
and its role in speech recognition and understanding in the framework of
the German spoken language project VERBMOBIL In Section  some
general aspects of the role of prosody in speech understanding will be
discussed Section  will give some information about the VERBMOBIL
project which deals with automatic speechtospeech translation In Sec
tions 
 and  we then present more details about the prosodic modules
currently under development
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 What Can Prosody Do for Automatic Speech
Recognition and Understanding
The usefulness of prosodic information for speech recognition has been
known for a rather long time and emphasized in numerous papers for a
survey see Lea  Waibel  Vaissiere  or Noth  Nevertheless
only very few speech recognition systems did actually make use of prosodic
knowledge In recent years however with the growing importance of auto
matic recognition of spontaneous speech an increasing interest in questions
of prosody and its incorporation in speech recognition systems can be reg
istered
The role of prosody in speech recognition is that of supplying side in
formation In principle a speech recognition system can do its main task
without requiring or processing prosodic information However as Vaissiere
 pointed out prosodic information can and does support automatic
speech recognition on all levels Following Vaissiere  as well as Noth and
Batliner  these are mainly the following
 Prosodic information disambiguates On almost any level of process
ing from morphology over the word level to semantics and pragmatics
there are ambiguities that can be resolved or at least reduced by prosodic
information As prosody may be regarded as the most individual footprint
of a language the domain in which prosodic information can help depends
strongly on the language investigated For instance in many languages
there are prosodic minimal pairs ie homographs and homophones with
dierent meaning or dierent syntactic function that are distinguished only
by word accent This is a rather big issue for Russian with its free lexical
accent which may occur on almost any syllable In English there are many
nounverb or nounadjective pairs where a change of the word accent in
dicates a change of the word category In German the language on which
our investigations concentrate such prosodic minimal pairs exist
 
but play
a minor role because they are not too numerous This holds for single
words yet if continuous speech is looked at this issue becomes more im
portant in German due to the almost unlimited possibilities to construct
compounds Since word boundaries are usually not indicated by acoustic
events and must thus be hypothesized during speech recognition prosodic
information may prove crucial for determining whether a sequence of syl
lables forms a compound or two separate words for instance Zweirader
with the accent on the rst syllable  bicycles vs zwei Rader  two
wheels Note however that zwei Rader with a contrastive accent on
zwei cannot be told apart from the compound

For instance 
ein Hindernis umfahren would mean 
to run down an obstacle
when the verb 
umfahren is accented on the rst syllable as opposed to 
to drive
around an obstacle when the verb is accented on the second syllable
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 On the word level prosodic information helps limiting the number of
word hypotheses In languages like English or German where lexical accent
plays a major role the information which syllables are accented supports
scoring the likelihood of word hypotheses in the speech recognizer At al
most any time during processing of an utterance several competing word
hypotheses are simultaneously active in the word hypothesis graph of the
speech recognizer Matching the predicted lexical stress of these word hy
potheses with the information about realized word accents in the speech
signal helps enhancing those hypotheses where predicted lexical stress and
realized accent coincide and helps suppressing such hypotheses where they
are in conict cf eg Noth and Kompe   When we compute the prob
ability of a subsequent boundary for each word hypothesis and add this
information into the word hypothesis graph the syntactic module can ex
ploit this prosodic information by rescoring the partial parses during the
search for the correctbest parse cf Bakenecker et al  Kompe et al
 This results in a disambiguation between dierent competitive parses
and in a reduction of the overall computational eort

 On the sentence and higher levels prosody is likely  and sometimes
the only means  to supply the punctuation marks to a word hypothesis
graph Phrase and sentence boundaries are for instance marked by pauses
intonation contour resets or nal lengthening In addition prosody is often
the only way to determine sentence modality ie to discriminate eg be
tween statements and echo questions cf Kie	ling et al  or Kompe et
al    In spontaneous speech we cannot expect that one contiguous
utterance or one single dialog turn will consist of one and only one sen
tence Hence prosodic information is needed to determine where a sentence
begins or ends during the turn Kompe et al  supply a practical exam
ple from one of the VERBMOBIL time scheduling dialogs Consider the
output of the word hypothesis graph to be the following correctly recog
nized sequence ja zur Not gehts auch am Samstag Depending on where
prosodic boundaries are two of more than   meaningful versions

pos
sible would read as  Ja zur Not gehts auch am Samstag yes if
necessary it will also be possible on Saturday or  Ja zur Not Gehts
auch am Samstag yes if necessary Will it also be possible on Satur
day In contrast to read speech spontaneous speech is prone to making
deliberate use of prosodic marking of phrases so that a stronger dependence
on prosody may result from this change in style
Prosodic information is mostly associated to discrete events which come
with certain syllables or words such as accented syllables or syllables fol


Meaningful here means there exist more than forty dierent versions dierent
on the syntactic level including sentence modality of this utterance all of which are
syntactically correct and semantically meaningful The number of possible dierent in
terpretations of the utterance is of course much lower
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lowed by a phrase boundary These prosodic events are highly biased ie
syllables or words marked with such events are much less frequent than
unmarked syllables or words In our data only about   of all sylla
bles in continuous speech are accented and strong phrase boundaries cf
Sect 
 occur only after about  of all syllables which is about  
of all word boundaries This requires special cost functions in pattern
recognition algorithms to be applied for recognizing and detecting prosodic
events Moreover as the prosodic information serves as side information to
the mainstream of the recognition process a false alarm is likely to cause
more damage to the system performance than a miss and so it is appro
priate to design the pertinent pattern recognition algorithms in such a way
that false alarms ie the indication of a prosodic event in the signal when
none is there are avoided as much as possible We can also get around this
problem when the prosodic module passes probabilities or likelihoods ie
scores rather than hard decisions to the following modules which in turn
must then be able to cope with such information
 A Few Words About VERBMOBIL
VERBMOBIL  is a multidisciplinary research project on spoken lan
guage in Germany Its goal is to develop a tool for machine translation
of spoken language from German to English and in a later stage also
from Japanese to English This tool which is also called VERBMOBIL is
designed for facetoface appointment scheduling dialogs between two part
ners of dierent nationalities in particular German and Japanese Each
partner is supposed to have good passive yet limited active knowledge of
English Correspondingly the major part of a dialog will be carried out in
English without intervention by VERBMOBIL However when one of the
partners is temporarily unable to continue in English he or she presses
a button and starts speaking to VERBMOBIL in hisher native language
The button is released when the turn is nished VERBMOBIL is then
intended to recognize the utterance to translate it into English and to
synthesize it as a spoken English utterance A rst demonstrator was built
in early  and the second milestone the socalled research prototype
is due in late  Twentynine institutions from industry and universities
participate in this project
It was specied that any speech recognition component of VERBMOBIL
should include a prosody module
The architecture of the  demonstrator is mostly sequential If the
speaker invokes VERBMOBIL the spoken utterance is rst processed by
the speech recognition module for German From this module word hy
potheses are passed to the syntactic analysis module and on to the transla
tion path with the modules of semantic construction transfer generation

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English and speech synthesis English The ow of data and hypotheses
is controlled by the semantic analysis and dialog processing modules If
an utterance is not or not completely recognized or translated the dialog
processing module invokes a generation module for German whose task is
to create queries for clarication dialogs or requests to the speaker for in
stance to talk louder or more clearly Such utterances are then synthesized
in German
During the dialog parts which are carried out in English a word spotter
for English is intended to supply the necessary domain knowledge for the
dialog processing module to be able to follow the dialog As the input is
controlled spontaneous speech German utterances to be translated may
be elliptic so that such knowledge is needed to resolve ambiguities The
word spotter is likely to be replaced with a complete speech recognizer for
English in a later stage
The scope of the prosodic analysis module for German currently under
development for the VERBMOBIL research prototype is shown in Figure
 In the present implementation the module operates on the speech signal
and the word hypothesis graph as supplied by the speech recognition mod
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FIGURE 
 Prosodic analysis module for the VERBMOBIL research prototype
For more details see text Figure provided by Noth et al personal communica
tion

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ule From the speech signal basic prosodic features and parameters 
such as energy or fundamental frequency are extracted whereas the word
hypothesis graph carries information about word and syllable boundaries
Interaction with and feedback from higher information levels such as syn
tax and semantics and the pertinent modules are envisaged The output of
the module consists of information about the speaker voice range etc to
be used for speaker adaptation this cannot be discussed here due to lack
of space and the feature vectors which are used as input to the boundary
and accent classiers The module is described in Section 

For training and test a large database of elicited spontaneous speech
has been collected 
 The data consist of appointment scheduling dialogs
in German they have been recorded at four university institutes in dif
ferent regions of Germany the speakers were mostly students To obtain
utterances that are as realistic with respect to the VERBMOBIL environ
ment as possible each speaker has to press a button when speaking and
keep it pressed during hisher whole turn The whole database was tran
scribed into an orthographic representation and part of it was also labelled
prosodically cf Sect 

Besides developing the demonstrator and research prototypes VERB
MOBIL also investigates an innovative and highly interactive architecture
model for speech understanding One of the goals of this activity is to de
velop algorithms that operate in a strictly incremental way and provide
hypotheses as early as possible Being rather crude and global in the rst
moment these hypotheses are more and more rened as time proceeds
and more information gets available The pertinent architecture called
INTARC is bottomup and sequential in its main path however topdown
and transversal connections exist between the modules The prosody mod
ule contained in this architecture is placed separately and can interact with
several modules from the main path it is intended to supply prosodic side
information to several modules ranging from the morphologic parser to the
semantic parser The prosody module only exploits the acoustic signal and
some information about the locations of syllabic nuclei as bottomup inputs
however it is open to processing topdown information such as prediction
of sentence mode or accent The module is described in Section 
As work on these modules is still ongoing this paper will be a progress
report Most results will thus be preliminary or still incomplete For more
details the reader is referred to the original literature
 Prosody Module for the VERBMOBIL Research
Prototype
This section discusses the module developed in Erlangen and Munich cf
Kompe et al  and earlier publications by the same authors which was

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originally trained on read speech In read speech and the pertinent train
inquiry the recognition rates were rather high 
 for primary accents
and 
 for the phrase boundaries This module was adapted to the
VERBMOBIL spontaneous speech environment First results show that
the recognition rates are considerably lower than for read speech but that
the presence of the module positively contributes to the overall performance
of the speech understanding system
  Work on Read Speech
According to the three application areas mentioned in Sect  prosodic
analysis algorithms were developed for  recognition of accents  detec
tion of boundaries and 
 detection of sentence modality A large corpus of
read sentences was available for this task The socalled ERBA Erlanger
Bahnanfragen Erlangen train inquiries corpus contains a set of 
unique sentences generated by a stochastic sentence generator which was
based on a contextfree grammar and 
  sentence templates It was read
by  naive speakers with  sentences per speaker Out of these hun
dred speakers  were used for training  for test and the utterances of
the remaining  speakers were used for perceptual tests and for evaluating
parts of the classiers
Syntactic boundaries were marked in the grammar and included in the
sentence generation process with some contextsensitive processing 
Listening tests  showed a high agreement   between these automat
ically generated labels and the listeners judgments
Four types of boundaries are distinguished with the notation close to
that applied in the prosodic description system ToBI 

  boundaries B
  full prosodic phrase boundaries between clauses
such boundaries are expected to be prosodically well marked
  boundaries B  boundaries between constituents in the same phrase
or intermediate secondary phrase boundaries such boundaries tend
to carry a weak prosodic marking
  boundaries B  boundaries that syntactically pertain to the B cate
gory but are likely to be prosodically unmarked because the pertinent
constituent is integrated with the preceding or following constituent
to form a larger prosodic phrase
  boundaries B  any other word boundary It was assumed that there
is no dierence between the categories B and B in the speech sig
nal so that these two categories were treated as one category in the
recognition experiments
An example is given in Fig 
 cf Sect 
In addition dierent accent types were dened  primary accents A

one per B
 boundary secondary accents A one per B phrase other
accents A and the category A for nonaccented syllables
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Computation of the acoustic features is based on a time alignment of
the words on the phoneme level as obtained during word recognition For
each syllable to be classied and for the six immediately preceding and
following syllables a feature vector is computedwhich contains features such
as normalized duration of the syllabic nucleus F

minimum maximum
onset and oset maximum energy and the position of the pertinent frames
relative to the position of the actual syllable mean energy and F

 and
information about whether this syllable carries a lexical accent In total
 features per syllable are extracted and calculated
For the experiments using ERBA all these  features were fed into a
multilayer perceptron MLP with two hidden layers and one output node
per category  The output categories of the MLP are six combinations
of boundaries and accents  AB  AB 
 AB
  A

B  A
B and  A
B
 To obtain accent and boundary
classication separately the categories were regrouped in each case the
pertinent MLP output values were added appropriately The most recent
results  showed recognition rates for boundary recognition of  for
B
  for B and    for B boundaries the average recogni
tion rate was 
  Primary accents were recognized with an accuracy of
 
As an alternative a polygram classier was used As Kompe et al  had
shown the combination of an acousticprosodic classier with a stochas
tic language model improves the recognition rate To start with a mod
ied ngram word chain model was used which was specically designed
for application in the prosody module First of all the ngram model was
considerably simplied by grouping the words into a few rather crude cate
gories whose members are likely to behave prosodically in a similar way for
ERBA these were names of train stations days of the week month names
ordinal numbers cardinal numbers and anything else This enabled us
to train rather robust models on the ERBA corpus Prosodic information
ie boundaries B
 and accents A
 was incorporated in much the
same way as ordinary words For instance let
v
i
 V ! fB
 B
g
be a label for a prosodic boundary attached to the ith word in the word
chain w

 w
m
 As the prosodic labels pertaining to the other words in
the chain are not known the apriori probability for v
i
is determined from
P w

 w
i
v
i
w
i
 w
m
 
The MLP classier on the other hand provides a probability or likelihood
P v
i
jc
i

where c
i
represents the acoustic feature vector at word w
i
 The two prob
abilities are then combined to
Qv
i
 ! P v
i
jc
i
 P

w

 w
i
v
i
w
i
 w
m
 
 
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 is an appropriate heuristic weight The nal estimate v

i
is then given by
v

i
! argmax Qv
i
  v
i
 V 
To enable the polygram classier to be used in conjunction with word hy
pothesis graphs the language model had to be further modied In a word
hypothesis graph as is supplied by the speech recognizer each edge con
tains a word hypothesis This word hypothesis usually can be chained with
the acoustically best immediate neighbors ie the best word hypotheses
pertaining to the edges immediately preceding and following the one under
investigation to form a word chain which can then be processed using the
language model as described before In addition to the word identity each
hypothesis contains its acoustic probability or likelihood the numbers of
the rst and last frame and a time alignment of the underlying phoneme
sequence This information from the word hypothesis graph is needed by
the prosodic classier as part of its input features In turn the prosodic
classier computes the probability of a prosodic boundary to occur after
each word of the graph and provides a prosodic score which is added to
the acoustic score of the word after appropriate weighing and can be used
by the higherlevel modules
As expected the polygram classier works better than the MLP alone
for the ERBA data yielding recognition rates of up to  for the three
class boundary detection task Kompe et al  however state that this
high recognition rate is at least partly due to the rather restricted syntax
of the ERBA data
  Work on Spontaneous Speech
The prosodic module described in Sect 
 was adapted to spontaneous
speech data and integrated in the VERBMOBIL demonstrator For spon
taneous speech it goes almost without saying that it is no longer possible
to generate training and test data in such a systematic way as was done
for the read speech data of the ERBA corpus To adapt the prosodic mod
ule to the spontaneousspeech VERBMOBIL scenario real training data
had to be available ie prosodically labelled original utterances from the
VERBMOBILPHONDAT corpus A threelevel labelling system contain
ing one functional and two perceptual levels was developed for this purpose


 
 The labels on the functional level comprise sentence modality and
accents On the rst perceptual level perceived prosodic boundaries are
labelled These are cf Sect 
 full prosodic phrase boundaries B

intermediate secondary phrase boundaries B and any other word
boundaries B Note that the boundaries carry the same labels for the
spontaneous VERBMOBIL data and for the read speech of ERBA since
the boundaries in the spontaneous data are perceptually labelled rather
than syntactically predicted their meaning may be somewhat dierent To

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cope with hesitations and repair phenomena as they occur in spontaneous
speech an additional category irregular boundary B was introduced
On the second perceptual level intonation is labelled using a descriptive
system which is rather close to ToBI 
 At present the prosodically la
belled corpus contains about  utterances from 
 speakers about 
words or  minutes of speech this corpus is of course much smaller than
ERBA although it is continuously enlarged
In principle Kompe et al  used the same classier conguration
for the spontaneous data Since the neural network used for the ERBA
database proved too large for the smaller corpus of training data separate
nets each using only a subset of the  input features were established
for the dierent classication tasks One network distinguishes between
the accents A and A A meaning emphasis or contrast accent A

accents were not labelled for this corpus the second one discriminates
between the two categories B
 and B ie any other boundary and
the third one classies all categories of boundaries B B B
 and B
separately The languagemodel for the polygram classier comprises a word
list of   words which were grouped into  word categories
For each word in the word hypothesis graph the prosodic classication
results were added together with their scores 

First results show that the recognition performance goes down consid
erably when compared to the readspeech scenario This is not surprising
because there is much less training data and because the variability be
tween speakers and utterances is much larger The most recent results 
referring to word chains are displayed in Table 
The main dierence between the results of the multilayer perceptron
without languagemodel and the polygram classier is the recognition rate
for the B ie the nonboundary category Since the B category is much
more frequent than any of the others a poor recognition rate for B results
in a lot of false alarms which strongly degrade the results The improvement
for B resulting from the language model goes mostly at the expense of
weak B and irregular B boundaries and even the recognition rate for
B
 boundaries goes down although the overall recognition rate mounts by
more than  percent points
In the current VERBMOBIL implementation the syntactic semantic
and dialog modules are most interested in obtaining estimates of B
 bound
overall B B B
 B
MLP    
   
LM
       
TABLE 
 Prosodic module by Kompe et al 	
 recognition results for bound
aries all numbers in percent MLP Multilayer perceptron classier LM
polygram classier with a threeword left and right context In all experiments
the training data were dierent from the test data

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aries For this purpose the abovementioned twoclass B vs B

boundary recognition algorithm was implemented and trained In contrast
to the fourclass recognizer B B B
 and B where many of the con
fusions occurred between B and BB the overall recognition rate was
much iomproved For the neural network without language model the best
results were   for B vs  for B
 and in a combination of
the neural network and a polygram classier where a twoword context
was used for the language model the recognition rates amounted to  
for B vs  for B
 Note that again for the polygram classier
the number of false B
 alarms was greatly reduced at the expense of a drop
in the B
 boundary recognition rate When using the word chain instead
of the word hypothesis graph better results up to  for B vs
B
 could be achieved
Even though the results are still to be improved Bakenecker et al 
as well as Kompe et al  report that the presence of prosodic informa
tion considerably reduced the number of parse trees in the syntactic and
semantic modules and thus decreased the overall search complexity
As to the recognition of accented versus nonaccented syllables on the
same database   were achieved for word graphs and  
 for word
chains First results concerning the exploitation of prosodically marked
accents in the semantic module are described in Bos et al 
 Interactive Incremental Module
The prosody modules developed in Bonn by Strom 
  and Petzold 
 for
the INTARC architecture cf Sect  work in an incremental way Eleven
features suitable for direct classication are derived from the F

contour
and the energy curve of the speech signal for consecutive ms frames
Sect  Further processing is carried out in three steps Sects  

For word accent detection a statistical classier is applied Another Gaus
sian classier works on phrase boundaries and sentence mode detection
Finally a special module deals with focus detection when the focus of an
utterance is marked by prosody
 F

Interpolation and Decomposition
All the input features used in the prosody module are  shorttime energy
and the F

contour of the speech signal and  information about the
locations of the syllabic nuclei No further input information is needed for
the basic processing
From Fujisakis well known intonation model  we adopted the prin
ciple of linear decomposition of the F

contour into several subbands In
Fujisakis model an F

contour is generated by superposition of the output

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signals of two critically damped linear secondorder systems with dierent
damping constants One of these systems generates the representation of
word accents in the F

contour and uses a sequence of rectangular time
functions the socalled accent commands as its input The second system
the socalled phrase accent system is responsible for the global slope of the
F

contour within a prosodic phrase it is driven by the pulseshaped phrase
commands It has been shown that this model is able to approximate al
most any F

contour very accurately cf Mobius et al 
 Mixdor and
Fujisaki  and thus proves to be an excellent tool eg for speech synthe
sis For recognition purposes an algorithm for automatic parametrization of
F

contours using this model had been developed earlier 
 which yielded
good results for several categories of onephrase and twophrase sentences
In the present application however where F

contours of sentences of arbi
trary phrase structure have to be processed in an incremental way it proved
more appropriate to use features which are closer to the original F

contour
than the phrase and accent commands of Fujisakis model As the phrase
and accent components have dierent damping constants their output sig
nals which are added together in the model to yield the synthesized F

contour occupy dierent frequency bands hence the decomposition of the
F

contour into frequency bands that roughly correspond to the damping
constants of the phrase and accent commands in Fujisakis model will pro
vide features that correspond to the accent and phrase components and
are su"ciently robust for automatic processing under adverse conditions
at the same time
This decomposition of the F

contours however is still a nontrivial task
Since fundamental frequency does not exist during unvoiced segments ie
pauses and voiceless sounds an interpolation of the F

contour is required
for these frames so that jumps and discontinuities introduced by assigning
arbitrary F

 values are smoothed out prior to the decomposition into
several frequency bands To obtain an interpolation which is band limited
in the frequency domain an iterative procedure is applied Fig  Per
denition a low constant value greater than zero is assigned to unvoiced
frames within the utterance Moreover the F

contour is dened to descend
linearly toward this value before the rst and after the last voiced frame
of the utterance The contour is then lowpass ltered using a Butterworth
lter with almost linearphase behavior As the output of the lowpass
lter strongly deviates from the original contour all voiced frames are
restored to their original F

values and nally continuity between the
original contour and the output of the lowpass lter at the beginning
and end of an unvoiced segment is enforced by weighting the dierence
between the output of the lowpass lter and a linear interpolation of the F

contour across the unvoiced segment These three steps lowpass ltering
restoring the original F

values in voiced frames and enforcing continuity
are then repeated until after ve iterations the interpolated F

 values
in unvoiced frames match well with the original parts of the contour in
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FIGURE  Interpolation of F

through unvoiced segments by iterative lter
ing After Strom   FL Linear interpolation of the F

contour through
unvoiced segments I contour after lowpass ltering I	 contour after rst
iteration I contour after fth iteration
the voiced frames Since this procedure only uses digital lters including
a moving average for weighting and local decisions it is compatible with
the requirement of incrementality
The next step is the decomposition of the interpolated F

contour into
three subbands These subbands ranging from  to about  Hz from
 to about  Hz and from  to about  Hz roughly correspond to
the accent and phrase components of Fujisakis model the exact values of
the edge frequencies were optimized with respect to the recognition rate
of the word accent classier Digital Butterworth lters with negligible
phase distortions are used to perform this task The three subbands and
the original F

contour after interpolation together yield four F

features
The time derivatives of these four features approximated by regression lines
over  ms yield four #F

features In addition three energy features as
proposed by Noth  are calculated for three frequency bands of the
speech signal 
 Hz 

 Hz and 
 Hz these features
are derived from the power spectrum of the signal followed by a time
domain median smoothing
 Detecting Accents and Phrase Boundaries and
Determining Sentence Mode
For accent detection based on the eleven features from Sect  a modied
Gaussian classier  with a special cost function was used In the training

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phase every frame was grouped into one of ve classes  no vowel 
vowel in nonaccented syllable 
 vowel with primary accent  vowel
with secondary accent and  vowel with emphasis These classes were
recombined to the categories accented vowel yesno followed by a lter
that suppresses segments marked as accented when they are shorter than
six consecutive frames

 Figure 
 shows the output of the accent detector
for a sample utterance together with the F

contour the interpolated F

contour the three subband contours and the three energy measures A
syllable was regarded as accented when at least one frame within that
syllable was marked accented by the classier Table  shows the results
for a corpus of utterances consisting of a total of    syllables The total
recognition rate was   whereas the average recognition rate was  
The ratio between nonaccented and accented syllables was about 

Classied as
Accenting A NA RFO
A 
 

 

NA 
  
TABLE  Confusion matrix of the accent detector after Strom  All num
bers in percent RFO Relative frequency of occurrence A accented NA
nonaccented
The boundary detector processes a moving window of four consecutive
syllables where the output refers to the boundary between the second
and the third syllable A Gaussian classier was trained to distinguishing
between all combinations of the four types of boundaries B
 B B
and B and the three sentence modes question statement progredient
These classes were then remapped onto the four boundary types on the one
hand and onto the sentence modes question statement and progredient
when a B
 boundary was detected and zero as the dummy category
otherwise With the corpus of    syllables from the prosodically labelled
VERBMOBIL data base the total recognition rate for the boundaries was
    and the average recognition rate was     This drop is due to
the bad score of the B and B boundaries where only 
 and  
were correctly recognized These two boundary types together on the other
hand only occur in 
 of all syllables For sentence modality the total
recognition rate amounts to   and the average recognition rate to
  This dierence stems from the fact that only those  of the

With framewise classication there are much more training data available than
with a syllablebased classication scheme For this reason a framebyframe classica
tion strategy was applied in the present version As the prosodically labelled corpus is
continuously enlarged we intend to classify accents on a syllablebased scheme in future
versions of the accent detector

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FIGURE  Accent detection by decomposition of the F

contour and subsequent
classication after Strom  Utterance schon hervorragend dann lassen Sie
uns doch noch ein Termin ausmachen P wann wars Ihnen denn recht Pho
netic transcription in SAMPA notation word boundaries marked by spaces for
better legibility Sn EforaN dan lazn zi ns Ox nO aIn tEmin aUsmaxn P
van vEs inn dEn rECt In the gure the phonetic transcription had to be
displayed in two rows for reason of space P Pause SB Syllable boundaries
word boundaries marked by longer lines Labels Prosodic labelling Upper
line tone labelling middle line boundaries lower line accents PA  primary
accent SA  secondary accent
syllables which are associated with B
 boundaries carry a sentence mode
label and that the classication errors with respect to the boundary type
inuence the results of the sentence mode classier as well
  Strategies for Focal Accent Detection
In this investigation 
 focus is dened as the semantically most important
part of an utterance which is in general marked by prosodic features If it is
marked by other means eg by word order its prosody no longer provides
salient information This work is thus only conned to those focal accents
that are marked by prosody In the VERBMOBIL dialogs such utterances
are rather frequent
Batliner  showed in a discrimination experiment that F

maxima and
minima and their positions in time are among the most signicant features

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FIGURE  Utterance from a dialog with labelled focus after Petzold  F A
Focal accents
for focus discrimination Bruce and Touati  found that in Swedish focal
accents often control downstepping in the F

contour in prefocal position
there is no downstepping whereas signicant downstepping can be found
after the focus Petzold 
 implemented an algorithm which relies on this
feature see Fig  for an example Focussed regions according to the
above denition were perceptually labelled for  dialogs of the VERBMO
BIL data  turns  focal accents found but only about  of all
frames pertain to focussed regions To detect signicant downsteps in the
F

contour Petzolds algorithm rst eliminates such frames where F

deter
mination errors are likely or where the inuence of microprosody is rather
strong for instance at voiced obstruents The remaining frames of the F

contour are then processed using a moving window of  ms length if a
signicant maximum with at least a twopoint fall on either side is found
within the window its amplitude and position are retained the same holds
for signicant minima By connecting these points a simplied F

contour
is created To serve as a candidate for a focal accent a fall must extend
over a segment of at least  ms in the simplied F

contour If such a
signicant downstep is detected the nearest F

maximum of the original
F

contour is taken as the place of the focus
First results based on these seven dialogs are not too good yet but in
no way disappointing As only a minority of the frames fall within focussed
regions and as particularly in focus detection false alarms may do more
damage than a focus that remains undetected the recognition rates for
focus areas are lower than for nonfocus areas Table 
 displays a synopsis
of the results for all dialogs
Experiments are under way to incorporate knowledge about phrase boun

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Focussed Recognition Rate Recognition for
Part Global Average Focus NonFocus
Average         
Best      
 
Worst       
TABLE  First results for detection of focussed regions in seven spontaneous
dialogs  The gures for the best and worst lines are not necessarily
taken from the same dialog All numbers are given in percent
daries and sentence mode Batliner  showed that in questions with a
nal rising contour focus cannot be determined in the same way as in
declarative sentences we could therefore expect an increase in recognition
rate from separating questions and nonquestions Phrase boundaries could
help us to restrict focus detection to single phrases and therefore to split
the recognition task
 Concluding Remarks
Vaissiere  p stated that it is often said that prosody is complex
too complex for straightforward integration into an ASR system Com
plex systems are indeed required for full use of prosodic information 
Experiments have clearly shown that it is not easy to integrate prosodic
information into an already existing system  It is necessary therefore to
build an architecture exible enough to test online integration of informa
tion arriving in parallel from dierent knowledge sources  The concept
of VERBMOBIL has enabled prosodic knowledge to be incorporated from
the beginning on and has given prosody the chance to contribute to auto
matic speech understanding Although our results are still preliminary and
most of the work is still ahead it is shown that prosodic knowledge favor
ably contributes to the overall performance of speech recognition Even if
the incorporation of a prosodic module does not signicantly increase word
accuracy it decreases the number of word hypotheses to be processed and
thus reduces the overall complexity
Our prosodic modules developed so far rely on acoustic features that are
classically associated with prosody ie fundamental frequency energy du
ration and rhythm With these features and classical pattern recognition
methods such as statistical classiers or neural networks typical detec
tion rates for phrase boundaries or word accents range from  to  
for spontaneous speech like that in the VERBMOBIL dialogs We are sure
that these scores can be increased when more prosodically labelled training
data become available It is an open question however how much prosodic
information is really contained in the acoustic features just mentioned or
in other words whether a  recognition of word accents sentence mode

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or phrase boundaries is possible at all when it is based on these features
alone without reference to the lexical information of the utterance Both
prosodic modules described in this paper make little use of such informa
tion The module by Kompe Noth Batliner et al Sect 
 only exploits
the word hypothesis graph to locate syllables that can bear an accent and
can be followed by boundaries and the module by Strom Sect  uses the
same information in a more elementary way by applying a syllable nucleus
detector Perceptual experiments are now under way to investigate how well
humans perform when they have to judge prosody only from these acous
tic features 
 In any case more interaction between the segmental and
lexical levels on the one hand and the prosody module on the other hand
will be needed for the benet of both modules This requires  as Vaissiere
 postulated  a exible architecture that allows for such interaction As
VERBMOBIL oers this kind of architecture it will be an ideal platform
for more interactive and sophisticated processing of prosodic information
in the speech signal
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